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Cashewinformation Market Review 

 

Vietnam 

 

 Vietnam’s Ho Chi Minh City is out of covid lockdown since last Friday, 

which will give a much-needed relief for the exporters/traders. Covid 

restrictions/curbs were relaxed after three months, yet everyone need to 

follow social distancing and other related SoPs announced by the 

government.  

 Big and medium factories are still working closer to its normal capacities. 

With HCM is under unlock phase, people are coming back to work.  Binh 

Phuoc the major cashew hub is working well. In Vietnam, the price of rcn 

as well as kernel is coming down. More offers for floating cargo. Market is 

currently a bit quiet for kernels. Stock still there with EU/US at their 

warehouses. It may take a while for the demand to turnaround. 

 Despite pandemic Vietnam is able to do good amount of cashew kernel 

exports and are well poised to achieve more than three billion USD, more 

likely to surpass last year target in value terms. 

 Chinese markets closed for its national holidays for a week since Oct 01. 

As China is a major buyer of Vietnamese kernels, the demand is unlikely 

to catch up in a big way during this week.   

 Tanzania early rcn offers are at around USD 1650-1700 per ton, CNF, but 

with no buyers. Indonesia new crop for 52 lbs offered at around USD 

1500-1550 per ton. 

 Shipping bottlenecks like non-availability of containers, delay in cargo 

clearance, labour shortage, delay in transit time, freight rates unlikely to 

come down in a hurry, however one can fairly expect rates to stay neutral 

(i.e., no major hike in Q4 of this year).    

 Cashew kernel FOB offers USD per lb 

 W180-3.90-4.05 

 W210-3.75-3.90 

 W240-3.25-3.50 

 W320-2.95-3.25 

 W450-2.85-3.05 

 WS-2.25-2.55 

 LP-1.90-2.15  

 SP-1.10-1.30  
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The mystery about Cambodia RCN production during 2021? 

Cambodia exported about US$1.83 billion worth of cashew nuts to Vietnam in 

the first eight months of 2021, up by around 610 per cent, according to the 

official Vietnam News Agency on Monday (Sept 27). 

Cambodia exported 876,521.19 tonnes of cashew nuts in January-August, up by 

340.61 per cent year-on-year, according to the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry 

and Fisheries. 

Vietnam topped the list of buyers over the period at 869,540 tonnes, followed by 

China (3,639.50 tonnes) and Thailand (3,230.40 tonnes). The ministry listed 

other notable importers as South Korea, Japan, India, Arab, Bangladesh, Laos, 

Togo and the UAE. 

This is in contradiction to Vietnam customs data imported figures from 

Cambodia in the first eight months of 2021. Vietnam customs has reported 

import figure of 1,112,635 tons of RCN imported from Cambodia during the 

same period.  

The debate on the above will continue and a clear picture may emerge sooner 

than later. May be this could be due to some of the last year exports counted 

along with this year’s data.  

India 

 

 In India, the demand for cashew kernel whole grades yet to pick up as 

expected. However, the demand is good for broken and pieces. As the 

festival season approaches, market participants are expecting demand to 

pick up in the coming weeks. Due to lockdown in Vietnam, some of the 

RCN shipments were rescheduled to India. The shipping delay is likely to 

continue until Q1 of 2022. Hence, one can see new shipments from 

Tanzania to reach only by second half of December. Thus, one can foresee 

prices to remain firm going forward for cashew kernels of all grades going 

forward.  

 Cashew traders/processors/importers have to watch out Indian rupee 

movement in the coming few weeks, which is most likely to depreciate 

going forward, which could make imported RCN costlier.          
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Tanzania 

 

 Raw Cashew Nut season postponed by a week and the first Auction 

scheduled on October 8 as per the revised guidelines of CBT.  The RCN 

crop estimated in the region of 260,000 and 280,000 tons. The quality of 

RCN this year shall be much better than last year as the farmers have 

taken care of their farms and sprayed pesticide on time. This season the 

government has announced all exporters must use Mtwara port to export 

their crop. Shipping scenario will be challenging this year as shipping 

lines are not interested in going to Mtwara port and empty containers are 

not easily available.    

 As per sources, the cashew auction was postponed by CBT from Oct 01 to 

Oct 08 following delayed opening of auction warehouses, thereby affecting 

the flow of cashew nuts into the godowns. 

 CBT says no specific banks used for disbursement of farmers’ payments, 

as farmers were allowed to use banks of their choice. 

 However, trader’s/market participants expect more delay in auctioning of 

cashew and may happen only by second or third week of October. 

 

CASHEW MARKET  

COMMENTARIES FROM EXPERTS 

 

Cashew Nut Kernels 

  

The cashew nut market has two price points that specifically processors look at: 

a price for RCN and a price for kernels. 

  

Price for RCN remains stable. Most of the RCN available is in the hand(s) of 

strong stockholders who are financially independent, can ‘hold product and 

dictate the market’. 

  

Prices for kernels came down a couple of cents because of lack of interest as well 

as financial pressure on some of the factories from their banks to repay their 

loans. Either these processors need to liquidate stocks, or they want to buy raw 

cashews again, which means they need to have contracts in their books that are 

financed by the bank for RCN procurement. 

  

Demand slows on the nearby as (European supermarket) tenders are extended. 

Supermarkets are not 100% sure on demand after COVID (or will another waive 

hit the market?) as well as looking forward to cheaper freight rates, which will 

have an impact on kernel prices as well. Currently, the sea freight prices have 

stabilized and the whole industry is looking forward to some relief, or at least 

stability. 
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It is our recommendation to cover until Q1, 2022. Soonest demand (also from 

China) will pick up again by a couple of cents as prices of RCN and kernels are 

still not in parity, nor is there certainty that there is balance between RCN 

supply and kernel demand for the coming months. During February/March 

2022, we will get better indications world cashew supply/demand balance, as 

nearly 80 percent of the world supply -as the crops on the northern hemisphere 

will start to come in- should be visible and therefore a better calculation can be 

made on RCN-kernel balance in the world. 

 

Good crops might create better RCN prices! 

 

Source: Kees Blokland, Global Trading & Agency, the Netherlands 

 

Mozambique Cashew Season-2021/22 

 In Mozambique, the cashew season calendar lasts for even months. In the 

Northern provinces it starts at the end of October and ends in February, 

while in the Centre and Southern provinces it starts in December and ends 

in May 2021; 

 Differently from the previous season where was heterogeneity in the 

maturation of cashew trees, in this season the majority of cashew trees 

present a uniform maturation with low incidence of pests and diseases; 

 Therefore, the commercialized cashew production is forecasted at around 

160,000 tons of RCN (an increase of 10% over the previous season); 

 The reference price at farm-gate announced on 24th September was set at 

43MT/Kg (0.7 USD/Kg); 

 In Cabo Delgado and Nampula provinces, the cashew trees have already 

started bearing rape fruits.  There is also a greater influx of buyers 

positioning in strategic locations, organizing logistics to purchase RCN. Cabo 

Delgado province planned to host the Cashew Nut fair in October to elevate 

the negotiation capacity of the farmers and sell good quality of RCN; 

 In the Centre provinces and Southern provinces, cashew trees are still on the 

fruit formation stage and in some areas, they are in the embryonic stage. 

 

Source: Lucia Antonio, The Institute of Nuts of Mozambique (formerly 

INCAJU)-Mozambique 

 

News Update  

 

Dar es Salaam — Mtwara Port will operate 24 hours a day in order to fast track 

and streamline cashews transportation during the 2021/22 trading season, 

according to the Cashew Nut Board of Tanzania (CBT). 
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Alongside the port, the government has permitted the movement of cashews in 

24-hours from cooperatives and approved warehouses to the port throughout 

the new trading season commencing in October 1, 2021. 

CBT acting director general Francis Alfred told The Citizen during an interview 

that the government's decision aims at increasing efficiency in the movement of 

cashews from cooperative unions to the port and later to destined foreign 

countries. 

"Mtwara Port will operate in 24-hours. Therefore, the government has also 

allowed transportation of cashews heading to the Mtwara Port to be done in 24-

hours to align with the performance of the port and increase efficiency in the 

exports," he said. 

Mtwara port regional manager Juma Kijavara said a minimum of 250,000 

tonnes of the produce to be handled during this season. 

184,656 tonnes of cashews was transported in the 2019/2020 agricultural 

season through the port. 

He projected the port would be busy in receiving big ships that will arrive to 

collect and transport cashews from the southern regions of Mtwara, Lindi and 

Ruvuma for exports. 

Source: https://allafrica.com/stories/202109300129.html 

 

Other Nuts Market  

 

The Indian market as of October 2, 2021 remained extremely bearish after last 

week's path to recovery. Sentiments have been weakening with no buyers' 

demand, but hope for a turnaround is still holding the trader’s morale or else we 

could have seen blood bath especially with the traders who had taken positions 

during the August upswing along with the importers who had bought NPX/Indy 

Kernels from HK, Dubai and California. 

 

Market Status:  

 

FAQ NP Kernels INR 780-800/Kg 

NPIS-70% SS basis INR 21500 and 22200/40 Kg (eq.$2.53-$2.62/Lbs) 

Independence Inshells INR 18000-18500/40 kg (eq. $2.06-2.13/lbs) 

 

The week saw prices sliding from INR 23500/40 Kg levels to INR 21500-

22200/Kg on NPIS and Kernel prices settling below INR 800/Kg from INR 820-

825/Kg. 

https://allafrica.com/stories/202109300129.html
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The markets traded and closed for the week in the range of INR 21500 and 

22200/40 Kg (Equivalent to $ 2.53-2.62/lbs of origin prices) with FAQ Kernels 

traded at INR 780-800/kg. 

  

Independence in shells has taken the brunt of NPX over imports and quoted at 

INR 18000-18500/40 kg, equivalent to $2.06-2.13/lbs of origin price.  

  

Indy Kernels have been declining, as a pack of cards on a daily basis with 

today's trading closed at INR 650-675/kg from last week's INR 700-720/Kg. 

  

Carmel /Prices traded at INR 14,500-15,000/40 Kg on 60% SS Basis. 

  

Demand for Independence and Carmel's have been lowest as well as slow 

putting additional pressure on its prices and the gap between the NPIS and IIS 

have increased much to traders’ expectations. It is the NPX's over supplies/over 

imports from UAE/HK and California, which has made the buyers shifting their 

buying from Indy to NPX Varieties due to lower prices. On the other side, this 

would help in liquidating the unwanted cargo but on short term basis has 

affected the Indy, hitting it hard on both demand and prices. 

  

The August month's volatility is a classic example of how greed by few can 

destroy the long-term demand. Investors pulled the markets up to such 

extremes forcing traders to look for cheaper options in NPX and other available 

varieties. The impact of high prices has killed the consumer sentiments in Dry 

Fruits. It will be an uphill task for traders to bring back consumers. 

  

Australian Grade-A, NPIS traded at INR 23,000-23,200/40 kg. 

  

INR's depreciation makes import costlier; despite the higher landed costs the 

prices of Kernels and in shells have remained weak, which in itself is a proof of 

falling demand. 
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The domestic markets have not seen any impact on demand and accordingly 

prices despite low supply situation because of low August shipments to India 

and inordinate shipping delays. 

  

California handlers quoted and traded NPIS at US$ 2.20 CIF to FAS Basis for 

October-November shipments, Independence In shells were being quoted at US$ 

2.00 on CIF to FAS Basis with little interest from the buyers who have been 

looking to concentrate on liquidating the NPX Kernels and encash them to make 

payments for the pipeline inventory. The losses on the NPX have been huge with 

it selling at INR 600-625/Kg, equivalent to 1.90-2.00$/lbs of origin prices. 

  

NPX imports into India have been a disaster all together.  

  

India's demand sentiments are on the lower side with many buyers opting to 

wait for domestic sales to start picking up and bringing positivity to sentiments. 

The demand should have been good by now and in my opinion, it should be 

back with a bang by next week end as being pointed by all indicators, but just in 

case it takes some more time it might prove to be bad for few. In fact, no 

traditional importer has lost any such money on NPX's import it juts the 

investors, the so-called outsiders who have over supply situation for this so-

called BOXES (DABBA), which is a cause of concern. 

  

For some reasons, wholesalers demand pushed back or is delayed causing 

anxiety among the traders despite staggered supplies from California. Demand 

for other Dry Fruits especially of Afghan origin, Cashew pieces is good. It is just 

that the Almonds, Walnuts and Pistachios are lacking interest now. Most of the 

traders know well that it is just a matter of time before buyers start covering for 

festival season, as there is no reasons for us to assume lack of demand from 

consumers as the prices are relatively within the buying range. 

  

With over 90 million people, vaccinated, economic recovery is on the way, but it 

is not reflecting on Dry Fruits & Nuts buying. 

  

Pistachio demand has been low with Iranian Pistachios traded for AA varieties at 

INR 780-800/Kg for 26-28/24-26. FAQ Iranian Kernels still traded at INR 1280-

1310/kg. New crop of Afghan origin pistachio Kernels has arrived and are 

trading at INR 1850-1950/Kg. Roasted/Salted Pistachios of Iran origin are 

selling at INR 810-821/Kg for FAQ Qualities. 

  

Walnuts of Chile are also under pressure due to lack of demand. The prices have 

reacted by over eight percent in the last two weeks for all sizes. California 

Walnuts have demand far less than the expectations. Chile has far higher 

preference from consumers than Californian origin. The size, Colour and taste 

matters. 
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It’s been a shocker of a year for Walnut importers from California. New crop 

prices for JL Chandlers are being quoted in the range of US $ 1.40-1.55/lbs on 

FAS Basis with no interest at all from Indian importers. 

  

Source: Ravindra Mehta, IFNO, New Delhi – India 

 

International Prices of Nuts  

 

Table-1: Cashew Kernel FOB prices: India and Vietnam  
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Table-2: African Cashew Kernel Price (Estimated for the first half of 

October-2021) 

 

Grade Description Grade 
W1-W2 October, 2021 

Price/Lbs (L) Price/Lbs (H) 

WHITE WHOLES CASHEWS 210 W-210 4.05 4.10 

WHITE WHOLES CASHEWS 240 W-240 3.65 3.75 

WHITE WHOLES CASHEWS 320 W-320 3.50 3.60 

WHITE WHOLES CASHEWS 450 W-450 3.10 3.20 

SCORCHED WHOLES CASHEWS 210 SW-210 3.25 3.40 

SCORCHED WHOLES CASHEWS 240 SW-240 3.20 3.30 

SCORCHED WHOLES CASHEWS 320 SW-320 3.00 3.20 

SCORCHED WHOLES CASHEWS 450 SW-450 2.80 3.00 

FIRST BUTTS/ WHITE BUTTS FB/WB 2.50 2.65 

FIRST SPLITS/ WHITE SPLITS FS/WS 2.60 2.75 

LARGE WHITE PIECES LWP 2.10 2.30 

SMALL WHITE PIECES SWP 1.60 1.75 

CHIPPS CH 1.10 1.20 

BABY BITS BB 0.95 1.05 

SCORCHED BUTTS SB 2.10 2.30 

SCORCHED SPLITS SS 2.10 2.35 

SCORCHED PIECES SP 1.65 1.80 

 

Domestic Prices of Nuts 

 

Table-3: Cashew Kernel: India spot prices in production centers as on 

10/04/2021 in INR/kg 

 

Grades Mangalore 

(Karnataka) 

Kollam 

(Kerala) 

Panruti 

(TN) 

Vetapalem 

(AP) 

Goa Gujarat Jeypore-

Odisha 

Ganjam- 

Odisha 

W180 1150 970 - - 1100 1150 900 - 

W210 950 882 - 950 950 930 820 820 

W240 825 728 730 800 800 790 740 720 

W320 690 661 630 700 720 690 670 680 

W400 640 - - - 650 - 640 620 

W450 - 639 610 - 630 600 - - 

W1 - - - - 660 - - - 

S180 - - - - 900 - - - 

S210 - - - - 820 - - - 

S240 - - - - 780 700 700 - 

S - 661 670 - 600 - - - 

LWP 600 639     590 560 550 590 - 550 

SWP 515 - 490 400 480 480 500 470 

K 630 - - 600 580      615 620 - 

JH 700 - - 700 640 - 605 600 
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Grades Mangalore 

(Karnataka) 

Kollam 

(Kerala) 

Panruti 

(TN) 

Vetapalem 

(AP) 

Goa Gujarat Jeypore-

Odisha 

Ganjam- 

Odisha 

SSW - - - - 550 - - - 

BB - 573 - - 300 320 280 - 

JK/JB 650 - - - 580  620 560 

SW - - 560 - 640 - 540 - 

 

Note:  Above quoted prices are with tax and tin packing. Panruti, Mangalore and Gujarat 

prices are without tax 

 

Prices of Nuts in Other Indian Markets  

 

Table-4: Cashew Kernel-India spot prices at terminal markets as on   

10/04/2021 in INR/kg  

 

Grades Mumbai 
Kolhapur 

(Maharashtra) 

W180 1150 1190 

W210 950 940 

W240 840 815 

W320 730 715 

LWP 670 595 

SWP 600 450 

JH/S 730 640 

BB 300 210 

 

 

CNSL Market Updates  

 

Table-5: CNSL Market Update by Santhosh Silva, Karnataka (Oct 04, 2021) 

 

Market CNSL Cake Shells 

(INR / Kg) 

Mangalore 30.00 6.00 8.70 

 

Currency Impact  

 

Table-6: Currency Movement - FOREX Rates  

  

Currency 09-24-2021 10-01-2021 
Wk-on-Wk  

% Change 

Indian Rupee (INR)  73.76 74.10 0.46 

Euro (EUR) 1.17 1.16 -0.85 

Japanese Yen (JPY) 110.74 111.05 0.28 

Brazilian Real (BRL) 5.33 5.36 0.56 
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Currency 09-24-2021 10-01-2021 
Wk-on-Wk  

% Change 

Chinese Yuan (CNY) 6.47 6.44 -0.46 

Singapore Dollar (SGD) 1.35 1.36 0.74 

Tanzanian Shilling (TZS) 2319 2300 -0.82 

Thai Baht (THB) 33.44 33.58 0.42 

Mozambique New Metical (MZN) 64.10 64.10 0.00 

Vietnam Dong (VND) 22765.00 22757.00 -0.04 

Indonesian Rupiah (IDR) 14257.50 14305.00 0.33 

West African Franc (XOF) 558.00 562.75 0.85 

Ghanaian New Cedi (GHS) 5.99 6.05 1.00 

EURO West African Franc 653.92 652.45 -0.22 

  

Symbol  Support S1 S2 Resistance (R1) R2 

USDINR 73.90 73.55 74.35 74.65 

EURXOF 649 644 658 665 

EURUSD 1.15 1.14 1.18 1.19 

  

Indian rupee to remain under pressure   

 

 Indian rupee last week traded in the region of 73.60 and 74.37 and finally 

settled the week at 74.10 against the dollar on Oct 01. 

 Indian rupee may continue to remain under pressure on talks about US 

fed tapering by Nov or Dec, rebound in US dollar index and on surge in 

crude oil prices.   

 Moreover, concern over China’s economic growth due to unprecedented 

electricity crisis and worries about Evergrande Group’s debt crisis and its 

potential contagion effect on the global economy.            

 Overall, one can foresee rupee to trade in the broader region of 73.30 and 

74.70 going forward and breach of that upper band on weekly closing to 

signal further depreciation.  

 

EUR/USD 

EUR may trade sideways and a clear trend may emerge in a week or two   

 

 EUR last week traded in the region of 1.1725 and 1.1561 and settled the 

week at 1.1592 as on Oct 01. 

 The EUR has breached the 1.16 for the first time since July 2019 

signalling further weakness on the cards. Only a sustained close above 

1.17 will signal any strength in EUR going forward. 

 Inflation in the Eurozone surged to 3.4 percent YoY in September, 

according to preliminary estimates, while the September Economic 

Sentiment Indicator improved to 117.8 from 117.6. 

 This week US non-farm payrolls data will be critical in terms of US fed to 

decide on when tapering to commence.         
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 Going forward EUR may stay in the broader region of 1.14 and 1.18 

against the USD.     

 

Health Benefits 

Nut Intake’s Effect on Liver Disease 

 

Preventative properties of nut consumption for liver issues. 

 

The Journal of Nutrition has recently 

published a new study, which 

aimed to explore the relationship 

between nuts, and non-alcoholic 

fatty liver disease (NAFLD), which is 

the most common liver disease in 

the world. 

 

The study specifically looked at 

non-Mediterranean Western adults.  

 

In total, 25,360 participants, all-

older than 18 years old from the 

2005-2018 NHANES were included.  

 

The individuals also had negative serology for hepatitis B and C and non-

excessive alcohol consumption. NAFLD measured using the fatty liver index, 

along with metabolic biomarkers. Nut and seed consumption was analyzed by 

two 24-hour dietary recalls. After conducting statistical analysis, the results 

showed that nut and seed consumption was associated with a reduced 

prevalence of NAFLD. For females, this association seen across all groups of 

consumption, with moderate consumption being the most prominent. For males, 

a lower prevalence of NAFLD seen in the moderate consumption group. 

 

 

In conclusion, the study points to nut and seed consumption being associated 

with a lower prevalence of NAFLD in non-Mediterranean, US adults. Both 

females and males showed a lower prevalence of NAFLD for moderate 

consumption of nuts and seeds, which was defined as 15-30 grams per day. 

 

Source: https://www.nutfruit.org/health-professionals/news/detail/nut-

intake-s-effect-on-liver-disease 

 

https://www.nutfruit.org/health-professionals/news/detail/nut-intake-s-effect-on-liver-disease
https://www.nutfruit.org/health-professionals/news/detail/nut-intake-s-effect-on-liver-disease
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REACH OUT TO 

GLOBAL CASHEW INDUSTRY 

ADVERTISE IN 

CASHEW WEEKLY NEWSLETTER and 

WWW.CASHEWINFORMATION.COM 

For Advertisement in Cashew Weekly Newsletter 

And  

Banner Space on www.cashewinformation.com 

CONTACT: swapna@eventellglobal.com 

 

 
Disclaimer: The data and information presented in this report are based on efforts of analysts at 

cashewinformation.com, Bangalore and opinions and data obtained from experts and various 

industry sources. While sufficient care has been taken to check data and information prior to 

publishing, Cashewinformation.com or its employees or external contributors will not be 

responsible for any kind of errors or omissions or misrepresentation of data or for losses incurred 

by any party either directly or indirectly based on the information published herein. 

 

Caution to Readers 

Although paid advertisements appear in this publication (in print, online, or in other electronic 

formats), Cashewinformation.com does not endorse the advertised product, service, or company, or 

any of the claims made by the advertisement. Readers are encouraged to do the necessary due 

diligence. However, in the interest of the industry, please share your concerns, if any, by writing to 

us at newsletter@cashewinformation.com or content@cashewinformation.com 

 content@cashewinformation.com 

 

mailto:swapna@eventellglobal.com
mailto:newsletter@cashewinformation.com
mailto:content@cashewinformation.com

